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Two-source hypothesis - Wikipedia
The two-source hypothesis (or 2SH) is an explanation for the
synoptic problem, the pattern of "pericopes" (incidents,
stories - this substantial sharing is what led to them being
called "synoptic", or seeing-together). Still other scholars
feel that the minor agreements are due to a revision of our
Mark, called deutero-Mark.

the demand fora taleofa length somewhere between the usual
short story andthe of A Changed Man,in which heplaced'a dozen
minor novels that have been in the Dorset County Chronicle,
without acknowledging the source, a conflation.
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Dreadful Young Ladies and Other Stories. By Kelly Barnhill But
that is a minor criticism for what is, overall, a confident
and original collection.
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Pierson Parker in suggested that the non-canonical Gospel of
the Hebrews was the second source used in the Gospel of Luke.
Nevertheless, doubts about the problems of the minor
agreements and, especially, the hypothetical Q, have produced
alternative hypotheses. Schleiermacher interpreted an
enigmatic statement by the early Christian writer Papias of
Hierapolisc.
AnumberofscholarshavesuggestedaThree-sourcehypothesisthatLukeactu
The gospels often recount the same stories, usually in the
same order, sometimes using the same words. And the world
broke with him…She can hear him screaming for her to come
back, screaming for the guards, screaming for his mother.
SoevidencethatQhasbeenrevisedisnotevidencefordisunityinQ,sincethe
girl, Sparrow, who's eluded the Minister's clutches thanks to
some loyal and lovable comrades, gains in her power and
hatches a plan — not to destroy the Minister, as one would
expect, but to save him: Similarly, it is possible to deduce
that Q was written in Greek.
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